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NEW &NOTEWORTHY

100 Plants to Feed the Birds

Creating a Garden Retreat

The Little Flower Recipe Book

The Month-By-Month Gardening Guide

The Ultimate Flower Gardener's Guide

The Gardener's Palette

Botany for Gardeners

Urban Foraging

Teaming with Bacteria
Garden Fresh, 100 Postcards

A Medley of Vegetables and Fruit from Award-Winning Photographer Rob Cardillo

ROB CARDILLO

Garden Fresh, 100 Postcards features 50 different images of vegetables, fruits, and herbs from the camera of award-winning garden photographer Rob Cardillo. Up-close shots capture the distinctive shapes and features of heirloom varieties. The back of each card features a short description of each variety along with intriguing facts and a flip-top keepsake box completes this perfect gift for fresh-from-the-garden food lovers, gardeners, and nature enthusiasts.

$19.95/$24.99 CAN; 9781635865868
100 postcards in a flip-top box; 100 pages; 4 ¾” x 6”; full color throughout

AVAILABLE NOW
Botany for Gardeners, Fourth Edition
An Introduction to the Science of Plants
BRIAN CAPON

Botany for Gardeners has been expanded and updated to feature a revised interior, with new photos and illustrations that clarify the concepts. Additional updates address scientific advances, changes in nomenclature and taxonomy, and more. As before, Botany for Gardeners shares accessible information about how plants are organized, how they have adapted to nearly all environments on earth, their essential functions, and how they reproduce.

$21.95/$29.95 CAN; 9781643261430
Paperback; 280 Pages; 6" x 9"; 161 color photos; 56 illustrations

NEW & NOTEWORTHY

NEW RELEASES
The Houseplant Card Deck
50 Cards for Choosing, Styling, and Cultivating Indoor Plants
BAYLOR CHAPMAN

Strike a mood, define a space, clean the air, muffle sounds, add a lovely natural fragrance—all with plants. In 50 cards illustrated with stunning photographs, plant designer Baylor Chapman profiles her go-to varieties, explains how to care for them, and shares dozens of fresh and surprising ideas to greenify and beautify your home.

$18.99/$23.95 CAN; 9781648291661
Cards; 50 Pages; 5" x 6 ½"; full color throughout

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER

PLANT SPOTLIGHT | MONSTERA

This huge, beautiful leaves of the fascinating deliciosa have adapted to the indoor tropical environment, from the root to the frond tips. Here, the pattern of holes and ribs makes the plant wind resistant as it grows.

â The shape makes it very easy to take out of the way when not in use.

â The plant is toxic to pets and mildly poisonous to humans.

DESIGN IDEA | BATHROOM

When approaching your room design, consider the space overhead, at eye level, and on the ground. If you think about plants, you'll have to think big, bold, and beautiful to fill the needs of all the rooms in your home.

Overhead: Hanging plants like the spider plant (upper right) and tall floor plants like the Madagascar dragon (far left) not only envelop the scene in a canopy of green but also provide dramatic scale.

Eye level: Plants in this zone will deliver instant impact whenever we walk into a room. The snake plant (center) and monstera (right) work particularly well at this height because their bold-shaped leaves provide interest when viewed from the side.

Ground level: Plants placed at lower levels will frequently be seen from above. Glance down at the bird's nest sansevieria (in the gold vase) while climbing in the tub, and you'll appreciate its charming rosette.

PLANT CARE 101

While plants are adaptable, in order for them to thrive, they should be kept in your best approximation of their preferred light- ing conditions. If you're not a sun-loving plant or are in a northern hemispheric climate, it may make sense long to allow direct sunlight in the first place. The Plant Spotlight cards include all variations on each plant's preferred lighting conditions; following are the categories you'll see listed. (Essentially, light's intensity drops as the distance from a window increases.)

Direct light: Direct light means the sun is shining right on the plant for at least a few hours a day, which is ideal in the northern hemisphere. Think of a south-facing window, which gets direct light most of the day.

Bright light: Bright light means the sun is shining in the same spot for at least a few hours a day, but it may be filtered through a sheer curtain or otherwise not as direct. Think of a window that gets both sun and shade, or a window facing north in the southern hemisphere.

Moderate light: This is in parts of the room that get a lot of light but not always direct sunlight. Think of a room with many windows or a wall with a large window.

Low light: Low light is far enough away from the source of illumination, like the opposite side of a room with a small window, that you wouldn't see direct sunlight through the glass.
In his new book, Jeff Lowenfels digs into the new science behind how endophytic bacteria supply nutrients to a large array of plants and explains, in accessible language, how this information applies to home gardeners, small-scale farmers, and cannabis growers. Based on cutting-edge science that will help gardeners increase plant health and productivity, *Teaming with Bacteria* is a must-have addition to every organic gardener’s library.

$25.00/$31.00 CAN; 9781643261393
Jacketed Hardcover; 172 Pages; 6” x 9”; 34 color photos; 11 illustrations

---

**NEW RELEASES**

**NEW & NOTEWORTHY**
Urban Foraging
Find, Gather, and Cook 50 Wild Plants
LISA M. ROSE

In this stylish, scrumptious guide to wildcrafting in the city readers learn how to find, identify, harvest, and cook with 50 common wild plants, such as chickweed, dandelion, echinacea, honeysuckle, red clover, and pine. Urban Foraging, by expert forager Lisa M. Rose, shares all the basics necessary for successful foraging: clear photos that help identification, tips for ethical and safe gathering, details on culinary uses, and simple recipes that will help readers make truly fresh, nutritious meals.

$20.00/$26.00 CAN.; 9781643260839
Paper Over Board; 236 Pages; 6" x 9"; full color throughout

BURDOCK

CrABAPPLE
The Complete Book of Ground Covers
4000 Plants that Reduce Maintenance, Control Erosion, and Beautify the Landscape
GARY LEWIS

In this meticulously researched reference, nurseryman Gary Lewis profiles more than 4000 ground covers that can unify a landscape, knit together plantings and hardscape, and add extra layers of beauty, dynamism, and surprise. No matter what kinds of conditions a gardener faces—shade, dry soil, heavy clay, excess moisture—there’s a ground cover that will thrive and beautify their garden.

$50.00/$63.00 CAN.; 9781604694604
Paper Over Board; 456 Pages; 8½” x 11”; full color throughout

AVAILABLE OCTOBER
In this inspiring and practical guide, Terrain's plant experts share their favorite houseplants, plus succulents and cacti, indoor trees, the best low-care plants, and "rule breakers" like bamboo muhly. Along the way, Terrain introduces their favorite independent growers who are creating new hybrids and bringing back old-school specimens to the market. Readers also learn Terrain's way of styling and overarching philosophy on care: the most important thing we can give our plants is our presence.

$35.00/$48.00 CAN.; 9781648290909
Paper Over Board; 256 Pages; 8" x 11"; full color throughout
American Roots
Lessons and Inspiration from the Designers Reimagining Our Home Gardens
NICK MCCULLOUGH, ALLISON MCCULLOUGH, TERESA WOODARD

In American Roots, Nick McCullough, Allison McCullough, and Teresa Woodard highlight designers and creatives with exceptional home gardens, focused on those who push the boundaries, trial extraordinary plants, embrace a regional ethos, and express their talents in highly personal ways. Covering all the regions of the country, American Roots is a beautiful invitation to reconsider how we define the American garden, filled with guidance and encouragement for anyone looking to dig more deeply into their own home garden.

$40.00/$50.00 CAN; 9781643261164
Paper Over Board; 320 Pages; 8 ½" x 10"; full color throughout

“I love this book. Here are home gardens of designers from every part of our great country that are inspiring proof of a passionate vitality and freshness in American gardening today.” — Page Dickey, author of Uprooted
We Are the ARK
Returning Our Gardens to Their True Nature Through Acts of Restorative Kindness
MARY REYNOLDS, RUTH EVANS

Individuals can’t save the world alone. But if millions of us work together to save our own patch of earth—then we really have a shot. In We Are the ARK, readers discover how one person’s actions can effect big change in this world by re-establishing the earth’s intelligent, successional process of natural restoration, and in the process create their own safe havens for the magic and abundance of the natural world.

$30.00/$38.00 CAN; 9781643261782
Paper Over Board; 276 pages; 6" x 8"; 200 color illustrations

NEW & NOTEWORTHY
100 Plants to Feed the Birds
*Turn Your Home Garden into a Healthy Bird Habitat*
LAURA ERICKSON

The growing group of bird enthusiasts who enjoy feeding and watching their feathered friends will learn how they can expand their activity and help address the pressing issue of habitat loss with *100 Plants to Feed the Birds*. In-depth profiles offer planting and care guidance for 100 native plant species that provide food and shelter for birds throughout the year, from winter all the way through breeding and migrating periods.

$16.99/$22.99 CAN; 9781635864380
Paperback; 256 pages; 7” x 9”; full color throughout

Available December
If you are looking to increase your harvest and to grow food through four seasons, learn the art of succession planting in *Plant Grow Harvest Repeat* by Meg Cowden. In this hardworking book, gardeners learn how to integrate perennial and annual crops; determine the sequence in which crops should be planted and replanted; get the most out of row covers; and incorporate flowers to benefit wildlife and ensure efficient pollination.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-061-7; No. 686061
Paperback; 288 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout
**Grow More Food**  
A Vegetable Gardener’s Guide to Getting the Biggest Harvest Possible from a Space of Any Size  
COLIN MCCRATE & BRAD HALM

In *Grow More Food*, McCrate and Halm explain how to plan, maximize production in every bed, get the most out of every plant, scale up systems to maximize efficiency, and expand the harvest season with succession planting, intercropping, and season extension. Also includes interactive tools that gardeners can use to determine how, when, and what to plant; evaluate crop health; and plan and store a harvest.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-409-0; No. 626409  
Paperback; 304 pages; 8 ½ x 10 7/8; full color throughout

---

**Starter Vegetable Gardens, 2nd Edition**  
24 No-Fail Plans for Small Organic Gardens  
BARBARA PLEASANT

Barbara Pleasant makes organic vegetable gardening easy, fun, and rewarding with detailed planting and care designs for 24 beginner-friendly gardens. From what to buy, where and when to plant, how to care for each vegetable, and how to expand your garden over time, *Starter Vegetable Gardens* encourages home gardeners to start small, grow the food they love, and expand their plant selection as their skills develop.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-413-7; No. 626413  
Paperback; 232 pages; 8 ½ x 10 7/8; full color throughout
The Beginner’s Guide to Growing Great Vegetables
LORENE EDWARDS FORKNER

This beginner-friendly guide shares everything you need to start a food garden, from facts about soil and sun to tips on fertilizing, mulching, and watering. Planting charts show when to sow and harvest, and a month-by-month planner takes you from January through December.

$19.95 US/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-085-3; 686085
Paperback; 224 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

GrowVeg
The Beginner’s Guide to Easy Vegetable Gardening
BENEDICT VANHEEMS

This book guides aspiring green thumbs to success from the start, no matter what size gardening space they have. The beginner-friendly instructions and step-by-step photography detail more than 30 easy, small-scale gardening projects.

$19.95 US/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-292-8; 626292
Paper Over Board; 240 pages; 7 x 8; full color throughout

Plant Partners
Science-Based Companion Planting Strategies for the Vegetable Garden
JESSICA WALLISER

Walliser offers gardeners dozens of ways to use scientifically tested plant partnerships to benefit the garden. Includes specific plant combinations that growers can use to improve soil health and weed control, decrease pest damage, and increase biodiversity.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-133-4; No. 626133
Paperback; 224 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout
The Vegetable Gardener’s Bible
Second Edition
EDWARD C. SMITH

Learn Ed Smith’s high-yield gardening method, which emphasizes wide rows, organic methods, raised beds, and deep soil. Succeed with fussy plants, try new and unusual varieties, find solutions for small spaces, and learn how to extend your growing season.

$24.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-60342-475-2; No. 62475
Paperback; 352 pages; 8½ x 10¾; full color throughout

The Vegetable Gardener’s Container Bible
How to Grow a Bounty of Food in Pots, Tubs, and Other Containers
EDWARD C. SMITH

Everything you need to know to successfully create and care for an edible container garden, from choosing the right plants and selecting appropriate containers to controlling pests without chemicals and harvesting fresh vegetables.

$22.95 US/$34.95 CAN; 978-1-60342-975-7; No. 62975
Paperback; 264 pages; 8½ x 10¾; full color throughout

The Fruit Gardener’s Bible
A Complete Guide to Growing Fruits and Nuts in the Home Garden
LEWIS HILL & LEONARD PERRY

This resource covers everything you need to know to successfully grow organic fruit, from choosing the best varieties for your area to planting, pruning, and harvesting a bountiful crop.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60342-567-4; No. 62567
Paperback; 320 pages; 8½ x 10¾; full color throughout
Growing Under Cover
Techniques for a More Productive, Weather-Resistant, Pest-Free Vegetable Garden
NIKI JABBOUR

Jabbour shows gardeners how to use protective structures to create controlled growing spaces for vegetables to thrive. It highlights the benefits of using protective covers to plant earlier, eliminate pests, and harvest a heartier bounty year-round.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-131-0; No. 626131
Paperback; 216 pages; 8½ x 10¾; full color throughout

The Year-Round Vegetable Gardener
How to Grow Your Own Food 365 Days a Year, No Matter Where You Live
NIKI JABBOUR

Techniques for gardening throughout the year—even in winter’s coldest months. Learn how to select the best varieties for each season, the art of succession planting, and how to build inexpensive structures to protect your crops from the elements.

$19.95/$29.95 CAN; 978-1-60342-568-1; No. 62568
Paperback; 256 pages; 8½ x 10¾; full color throughout

Groundbreaking Food Gardens
73 Plans That Will Change the Way You Grow Your Garden
NIKI JABBOUR

Created by celebrated gardeners, these 73 unique food garden designs are accompanied by plant lists. They include a cocktail garden, a spicy retreat with 24 varieties of chile peppers, and a garden that supplies year-round salad greens.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-061-4; No. 622061
Paperback; 272 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

Niki Jabbour’s Veggie Garden Remix
224 New Plants to Shake Up Your Garden and Add Variety, Flavor, and Fun
NIKI JABBOUR

This fun book encourages you to shake up your vegetable garden with an intriguing array of 224 plants from around the world. Includes detailed growing information for each plant, along with fun facts and plant history.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-670-8; No. 622670
Paperback; 240 pages; 7½ x 9¾; full color throughout
Vegetable Gardening Wisdom
*Daily Advice and Inspiration for Getting the Most from Your Garden*
KELLY SMITH TRIMBLE

This lively guide shares tried-and-true tips for success in every aspect of vegetable gardening. Information includes cooking, preserving, and creative ways to use the harvest.

$16.95/$23.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-141-9; No. 626141
Paperback; 288 pages; 5¼ x 7; full color throughout

---

Week-by-Week Vegetable Gardener’s Handbook
*Perfectly Timed Gardening for Your Most Bountiful Harvest Ever*
JENNIFER KUJAWSKI & RON KUJAWSKI

This valuable guide can be used in any gardening zone and includes space for customized record-keeping. Includes detailed weekly to-do lists that make tasks simple and manageable.

$18.95/$25.95 CAN; 978-1-60342-694-7; No. 62694
Paperback; 200 pages; 7¾ x 9; illustrations throughout

---

The Veggie Gardener’s Answer Book
*Solutions to Every Problem You’ll Ever Face, Answers to Every Question You’ll Ever Ask*
BARBARA W. ELLIS

This handy reference covers everything from planning and planting a vegetable garden to improving soil, caring for crops, and organically controlling pests and diseases.

$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-1-60342-024-2; No. 62024
Flexibind; 432 pages; 4¼ x 6½; illustrations throughout

---

The No-Till Organic Vegetable Farm
*How to Start and Run a Profitable Market Garden That Builds Health in Soil, Crops, and Communities*
DANIEL MAYS

This comprehensive guide outlines the environmental, social, and economic benefits of this system. The methods described rely primarily on human power, with minimal use of machinery.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-189-1; 626189
Paperback; 240 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout
**Epic Tomatoes**

*How to Select and Grow the Best Varieties of All Time*

CRAIG LEHOULLIER

From sowing seeds and transplanting to cultivating and collecting seeds, this practical and engaging guide shares everything you need to know to grow 200 varieties.

$19.95 US/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-208-3; No. 622208

Paperback; 256 pages; 8¼ x 10¾; full color throughout

---

**Carrots Love Tomatoes**

*Secrets of Companion Planting for Successful Gardening*

LOUISE RIOTTE

This classic companion gardening guide shows you how to use the native attributes of plants to nourish the soil, repel pests, and create a naturally bountiful garden.

$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-1-58017-027-7; No. 67027

Paperback; 224 pages; 6 x 9; illustrations throughout

---

**Tiny Garden, Huge Harvest**

*How to Harvest Huge Crops from Mini Plots and Container Gardens*

CALEB WARNOCK

Self-sufficiency expert Caleb Warnock teaches you how to yield an abundant harvest from a small space, whether you grow in plots, pots, or planters.

$6.95; 978-1-94293-484-4; No. 553484

Paperback; 68 pages; 5 x 7; illustrations throughout
One Magic Square Vegetable Gardening
The Easy, Organic Way to Grow Your Own Food on a 3-Foot Square
LOLO HOUBEIN

Learn how to coax an abundance of organic food from a small plot. Includes 40 themed plot designs, encyclopedic information about the crops in every plot, and tips on drying, freezing, and pickling your homegrown produce.

$28.95; 978-1-61519-325-7; No. 779325
Paperback; 352 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Growing Vegetables in Straw Bales
Easy Planting, Less Weeding, Early Harvests
CRAIG LEHOULLIER

Straw bale gardening is an inexpensive, low-maintenance way to grow a bounty of food. This step-by-step guide shows you how to do everything from sourcing the straw and setting up your bale to planting, dealing with weeds and pests, and harvesting.

$8.95/$11.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-614-2; No. 622614
Paperback; 96 pages; 5 x 7; illustrations throughout

High-Yield Vegetable Gardening
Grow More of What You Want in the Space You Have
COLIN MCCRATE & BRAD HALM

Learn how to make your food garden more productive, no matter the size. You’ll learn how to prepare the soil, select and rotate your crops, and map out a customized plan.

$18.95/$28.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-396-7; No. 622396
Paperback; 320 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Homegrown Berries
Successfully Grow Your Own Strawberries, Raspberries, Blueberries, Blackberries, and More
THE EDITORS AT TIMBER PRESS

You’ll learn the best berry varieties for your zone, how to fit them into your landscape (including in borders and containers), and how to maintain them for peak harvest.

$21.95/$29.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-317-1; No. 689317
Paperback; 208 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout
Grow Your Own Herbs
The 40 Best Culinary Varieties for Home Gardens
SUSAN BELSINGER & ARTHUR O. TUCKER

This beginner-friendly guide offers basic growing information for 40 culinary herbs. Profiles feature tasting notes; cultivation information; and tips on harvesting, storage, and preservation.

$16.95/$24.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-929-6; No. 689929
Paperback; 224 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Apples of North America
A Celebration of Exceptional Varieties
TOM BURFORD

There is no better guide through the tasty world of heirloom apples than Tom Burford, whose family has grown apples in the Blue Ridge Mountains since 1715. His celebratory book Apples of North America is brimming with beautiful portraits of apples of merit, each accompanied by distinguishing characteristics and common uses.

$19.95; 978-1-64326-117-1; No. 686117
Paperback; 312 pages; 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

Small-Space Vegetable Gardens
Growing Great Edibles in Containers, Raised Beds, and Small Plots
ANDREA BELLAMY

Explains the basics of growing food in a small space. You’ll learn how to plan and build a garden and how to sow, grow, and harvest the 60 best edible plants.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-547-2; No. 689547
Paperback; 216 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout
The Timber Press Regional Vegetable Gardening Series
These hardworking guides include regionally-specific, month-by-month advice on sowing, planting, and harvesting, along with profiles of the 50 best vegetables, fruits, and herbs for each locale.

The Midwest
MICHAEL VANDERBRUG
$19.95; 978-1-60469-552-6; No. 689552
Paperback; 176 pages; 7½ x 9; illustrations throughout

The Northeast
MARIE IANNOTTI
$19.95; 978-1-60469-421-5; No. 689421
Paperback; 232 pages; 7½ x 9; illustrations throughout

The Pacific Northwest
LORENE EDWARDS FORKNER
$19.95; 978-2-60469-351-5; No. 689351
Paperback; 232 pages; 7½ x 9; illustrations throughout

Southern California
GERI GALIAN MILLER
$19.95; 978-1-60469-561-8; No. 689561
Paperback; 200 pages; 7½ x 9; illustrations throughout

The Southeast
IRA WALLACE
$19.95; 978-1-60469-371-3; No. 689371
Paperback; 216 pages; 7½ x 9; illustrations throughout
The Grow Great Vegetables Series
These state-by-state guides offer hyper-local advice on when to sow and harvest, monthly tasks, and the best fruits and vegetables for your backyard.

Massachusetts
MARIE IANNOTTI
$19.95; 978-1-60469-883-1; No. 689883
Paperback; 244 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

New Jersey
MARIE IANNOTTI
$19.95; 978-1-60469-884-8; No. 689884
Paperback; 244 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

New York
MARIE IANNOTTI
$19.95; 978-1-60469-882-4; No. 689882
Paperback; 244 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Pennsylvania
MARIE IANNOTTI
$19.95; 978-1-60469-885-5; No. 689885
Paperback; 224 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout
Georgia
IRA WALLACE
$19.95; 978-1-60469-966-1; No. 689966
Paperback; 252 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

North Carolina
IRA WALLACE
$19.95; 978-1-60469-967-8; No. 689967
Paperback; 252 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

South Carolina
IRA WALLACE
$19.95; 978-1-60469-968-5; No. 689968
Paperback; 252 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Tennessee
IRA WALLACE
$19.95; 978-1-60469-969-2; No. 689969
Paperback; 252 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Texas
TRISHA SHIREY
$19.95; 978-1-60469-965-4; No. 689965
Paperback; 252 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Virginia
IRA WALLACE
$19.95; 978-1-60469-970-8; No. 689970
Paperback; 252 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout
The Ultimate Flower Gardener’s Guide
*How to Combine Shape, Color, and Texture to Create the Garden of Your Dreams*
JENNY ROSE CAREY

Carey gives gardeners the confidence to create the flower-filled garden of their dreams. Featured plants include annuals and perennials, and all have been chosen for their ease of care, attractiveness to pollinators, and environmental friendliness.

$27.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-038-9; No. 686038
Paperback; 352 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

The Know Maintenance Perennial Garden
ROY DIBLIK

This simplified design approach features beautiful plants grown on a 10 x 14-foot grid. The 62 garden plans combine perennials and grasses that thrive together.

$27.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-334-8; No. 689334
Paperback; 216 pages; 9 x 11; full color throughout

The Perennial Care Manual
*A Plant-by-Plant Guide to What to Do and When to Do It*
NANCY J. ONDRA

Includes an in-depth, plant-by-plant guide that profiles 125 popular perennials, along with helpful information on each plant’s soil, light, and water needs.

$29.95/$39.95 CAN; 978-1-60342-150-8; No. 62150
Paperback; 384 pages; 8½ x 10½; full color throughout
A Way to Garden
*A Hands-On Primer for Every Season*
MARGARET ROACH

America’s most trusted garden writer shares decades of garden wisdom on seasonal gardening, ornamental plants, vegetable gardening, design, gardening for wildlife, organic practices, and much more.

$30.00/$44.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-877-0; No. 689877
Paper Over Board; 320 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

The Proven Winners Garden Book
*Simple Plans, Picture-Perfect Plants, and Expert Advice for Creating a Gorgeous Garden*
RUTH ROGERS CLAUSEN & THOMAS CHRISTOPHER

Includes tips for preparing a space, choosing the right design, and buying the best plants. The 12 garden plans provide simple design ideas, and additional container recipes add curb appeal to gardens of all sizes.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-755-1; No. 689755
Paperback; 188 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

The Beginner’s Guide to Starting a Garden
*326 Fast, Easy, Affordable Ways to Transform Your Yard One Project at a Time*
SALLY ROTH

Tackle garden design one small area at a time! Includes 10 garden plans and suggested plants for each.

$19.95/$29.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-674-5; No. 689674
Paperback; 284 pages; 8½ x 10; full color throughout
The New Gardener’s Handbook
*Everything You Need to Know to Grow a Beautiful and Bountiful Garden*
DARYL BEYERS

In this comprehensive introduction to gardening, you will learn about soil, plant selection, propagation, planting, mulching, and much more. Applies to both ornamental and edible plants.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-874-9; No. 689874
Paperback; 240 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

Glorious Shade
*Dazzling Plants, Design Ideas, and Proven Techniques for Your Shady Garden*
JENNY ROSE CAREY

Offers a calendar of seasonal tasks, a directory of shade-loving plants, and time-tested techniques for designing and maintaining a shade garden.

$29.95/$39.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-681-3; No. 689681
Paperback; 324 pages; 8 1/2 x 10; full color throughout

Gardening with Foliage First
*127 Dazzling Combinations That Pair the Beauty of Leaves with Flowers, Bark, Berries, and More*
KAREN CHAPMAN & CHRISTINA SALWITZ

This simple, recipe-style approach to garden design features 127 combinations featuring foliage for both sunny and shady gardens.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-664-6; No. 689664
Paperback; 340 pages; 8 x 10 1/4; full color throughout
Gardening in Summer-Dry Climates
*Plants for a Lush, Water-Conscious Landscape*
NORA HARLOW & SAXON HOLT

Includes profiles of drought-tolerant plants, details about topography and climate, advice for gardening in the age of wildfire, and suggestions for embracing wildness and change.

$29.95/$39.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-912-8; No. 689912
Paperback; 308 pages; 8 x 10½; full color throughout

Succulents Simplified
*Growing, Designing, and Crafting with 100 Easy-Care Varieties*
DEBRA LEE BALDWIN

This primer shares 100 top plant picks and offers basic information on how to grow and care for succulents. Includes step-by-step projects.

$24.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-393-5; No. 689393
Paperback; 272 pages; 8 x 8¾; full color throughout

Hot Color, Dry Garden
*Inspiring Designs and Vibrant Plants for the Waterwise Gardener*
NAN STERMAN

Discover inspiring examples of brilliant gardens filled with water-smart plants. You’ll find advice for adding color to the garden and a plant directory that features drought-tolerant plants.

$27.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-457-4; No. 689457
Paperback; 320 pages; 7½ x 9¼; full color throughout
Hypertufa Containers
Creating and Planting an Alpine Trough Garden
LORI CHIPS

Includes step-by-step instructions for creating a variety of trough gardens. Also includes profiles for the best alpine plants, along with advice on planting, care, and pests.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-706-3; No. 689706
Paperback; 224 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

Rock Gardening
Reimagining a Classic Style
JOSEPH TYCHONIEVICH

Discover gorgeous rock gardens from around the world and learn the techniques and methods specific to creating and maintaining a rock garden. Includes profiles of the top 50 rock garden plants.

$34.95/$46.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-587-8; No. 689587
Paper Over Board; 296 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Pretty Tough Plants
135 Resilient, Water-Smart Choices for a Beautiful Garden
PLANT SELECT

The experts at Plant Select present their top plant picks—each chosen for durability and beauty. This hardworking guide also offers design tips and growing information.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-735-3; No. 689735
Paperback; 256 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

Shrubs
Discover the Perfect Plant for Every Place in Your Garden
ANDY MCINDOE

Features shrubs for challenging growing conditions, along with those chosen for their desirable characteristics. Plant profiles include complete growing information and recommended companion plants.

$32.95/$47.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-767-4; No. 689767
Hardcover; 336 pages; 8½ x 10; full color throughout
Ground Rules
100 Easy Lessons for Growing a More Glorious Garden
KATE FREY

Distills the vital lessons of gardening into 100 simple rules that will yield a gorgeous and thriving home garden. Discover tips on garden design, care and maintenance, healthy soil, the best ways to water, and more.

$19.95 US/$29.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-878-7; No. 689878
Paper Over Board; 224 pages; 6¼ x 7¼; full color throughout

Fearless Gardening
Be Bold, Break the Rules, and Grow What You Love
LOREE BOHL

This call to arms urges home gardeners to ignore the rules and grow what they love. You will discover advice on gardening outside your zone, shopping for unique plants, and taking risks in garden design.

$24.95 US/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-962-3; No. 689962
Paperback; 256 pages; 7¼ x 9¼; full color throughout

The Tree Book
Superior Selections for Landscapes, Streetscapes, and Gardens
MICHAEL A. DIRR & KEITH S. WARREN

The most comprehensive guide to trees used in gardens, landscapes, and streetscapes, from two of the biggest names in plants. It includes profiles for more than 2,400 species and cultivars.

$79.95/$110.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-714-8; No. 689714
Paper Over Board; 900 pages; 8¼ x 11; full color throughout

The Well-Tended Perennial Garden
The Essential Guide to Planting and Pruning Techniques, Third Edition
TRACY DISABATO-AUST

Shares the essential practices of perennial care, along with growing information for specific species and cultivars, on-trend design advice, a monthly planting and maintenance schedule, and details on gardening for wildlife.

$34.95/$46.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-707-0; No. 689707
Paper Over Board; 416 pages; 7¼ x 10¼; full color throughout
The Southeast Native Plant Primer
225 Plants for an Earth-Friendly Garden
LARRY MELLICHAMP, WILL STUART & PAULA GROSS

The best native plant choices for the region, plus details on how gardeners can grow them successfully. For gardeners in AL, FL, GA, MS, NC, SC, TN, and VA.

$24.95; 978-1-60469-991-3; No. 689991
Paperback; 256 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

The Midwest Native Plant Primer
225 Plants for an Earth-Friendly Garden
ALAN BRANHAGEN

The best native plant choices for the region, plus details on how gardeners can grow them successfully. For gardeners in AK, IL, IN, IO, KS, MI, MN, MO, NE, ND, OH, SD, and WI.

$24.95; 978-1-60469-992-0; No. 689992
Paperback; 256 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

The Northeast Native Plant Primer
235 Plants for an Earth-Friendly Garden
ULI LORIMER & THE NATIVE PLANT TRUST

The best native plant choices for the region, plus details on how gardeners can grow them successfully. For gardeners in Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-046-4; No. 686046
Paperback; 252 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout
Deer-Resistant Native Plants for the Northeast
RUTH ROGERS CLAUSEN & GREGORY D. TEPPER

The plant profiles in this book include a deer-resistance rating, growing advice, and companion species. For gardeners in CT, DE, ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, NC, PA, RI, VT, VA, WV, and Washington, DC.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-986-9; 689986
Paperback; 220 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Drought-Defying California Garden
230 Native Plants for a Lush, Low-Water Landscape
GREG RUBIN & LUCY WARREN

Highlights the best drought-tolerant plants, offers advice on how to get them established, and offers tips on how to maintain them.

$19.95; 978-1-60469-709-4; No. 689709
Paperback; 208 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Gardening in the South
The Complete Homeowner’s Guide
MARK WEATHINGTON

Regionally specific advice on zones, soil, and maintenance for gardeners in AL, AR, KY, LA, MS, NC, GA, and VA.

$27.95; 978-1-60469-591-5; No. 689591
Paperback; 320 pages; 7⅝ x 9¼; full color throughout

Gardening in the Pacific Northwest
The Complete Homeowner’s Guide
PAUL BONINE & AMY CAMPION

Regionally specific advice on zones, soil, and maintenance for gardeners in Oregon and Washington.

$24.95; 978-1-60469-333-1; No. 689333
Paperback; 320 pages; 7⅝ x 9¼; full color throughout
The Gardener’s Palette
Creating Colour Harmony in the Garden
JO THOMSPON

Thompson shares 100 color schemes derived from existing gardens. Home gardeners can easily choose a color scheme and find the plants that will allow them to recreate it at home. Published in partnership with the Royal Horticultural Society.

$45.00/$55.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-959-3; No. 689959
Jacketed Hardcover; 400 pages; 8 ½ x 11; full color throughout

Uprooted
A Gardener Reflects on Beginning Again
PAGE DICKEY

Dickey reflects on what it means for a gardener to start again. Follow her journey as she discovers the ins and outs of the landscape surrounding her new garden and learns how to be a new kind of gardener.

$27.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-957-9; No. 689957
Jacketed Hardcover; 244 pages; 6½ x 9; full color throughout

Spirit of Place
The Making of a New England Garden
BILL NOBLE

Noble explores how history and landscape inspire gardens. Sumptuously illustrated, this thoughtful look at the process of garden-making will inspire you to create a garden rich in context, personal vision, and spirit.

$35.00/$48.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-850-3; No. 689850
Paper Over Board; 288 pages; 7½ x 10; full color throughout
Nature into Art
The Gardens of Wave Hill
THOMAS CHRISTOPHER

This lush book celebrates the renowned beauty of New York's Wave Hill and provides helpful information on the plants, techniques, and design choices that define this iconic space.

$40.00 US/$55.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-851-0; No. 689851
Hardcover; 296 pages; 8½ x 11; full color throughout

Windcliff
A Story of People, Plants, and Gardens
DANIEL J. HINKLEY

Gardeners will delight in Hinkley’s recounting of the creation of his garden, the stories of the plants that fill its space, and in his sage gardening advice. Hinkley’s spirited ruminations on the importance of garden-making will appeal to the heart of every gardener.

$35.00/$48.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-901-2; No. 689901
Paper Over Board; 280 pages; 8½ x 10; full color throughout

Planting the Natural Garden
PIET OUDOLF & HENK GERRITSEN

Packed with practical information, scores of plants, and visual inspiration, this book makes the distinctive plant palette of the New Perennial Movement available to all.

$35.00/$48.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-973-9; No. 689973
Paper Over Board; 288 pages; 6¼ x 8¼; full color throughout

Chasing Eden
Design Inspiration from the Gardens at Hortulus Farm
JACK STAUB & RENNY REYNOLDS

Staub and Reynolds use their own garden to teach you the principles of garden design, and how to break those rules to create an attention-worthy landscape.

$35.00/$48.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-973-9; No. 689973
Hardcover; 272 pages; 7½ x 10½; full color throughout
A Year at Brandywine Cottage
Six Seasons of Beauty, Bounty, and Blooms
DAVID L. CULP
Learn how to make your garden a year-round source of food and beauty. Packed with glorious images and practical tips, this book will inspire you to live a life enriched by nature every day.

$35.00/$48.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-856-5; No. 689856
Paper Over Board; 296 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

The Garden Refresh
How to Give Your Yard Big Impact on a Small Budget
KIER HOLMES
The Garden Refresh by Kier Holmes is a creative guide for the budget-conscious, design-savvy homeowner looking to redesign their outdoor space on a dime. Readers find hardworking information on hardscaping materials, buying plants with four-season beauty, landscaping with edibles, repurposing materials, and much more. This hardworking book also includes pro planting tips, top ten lists, step-by-step projects, creative design suggestions, and earth-friendly action items.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-081-5; No. 686081
Paperback; 256 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

Mini Meadows
Grow a Little Patch of Colorful Flowers Anywhere Around Your Yard
MIKE LIZOTTE
From choosing the right variety of seeds, preparing the soil, sowing evenly, and watering well, this book guides you through the process of creating a miniature meadow.

$16.95/$23.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-835-1; No. 622835
Paperback; 152 pages; 8 x 8½; full color throughout

The Layered Garden
Design Lessons for Year-Round Beauty from Brandywine Cottage
DAVID L. CULP & ADAM LEVINE
Learn how to layer plants for year-round beauty. Includes advice on choosing the correct plants, designing a layered garden, and maintenance.

$34.95/$48.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-236-5; No. 689236
Hardcover; 312 pages; 7¾ x 11½; full color throughout
Bringing Nature Home
How You Can Sustain Wildlife with Native Plants
DOUGLAS W. TALLAMY

This important book reveals the unbreakable link between native plant species and wildlife. By acting on Tallamy’s practical and achievable recommendations, we can all make a difference.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-0-88192-992-8; No. 682992
Paperback; 360 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout

The Nature of Oaks
The Rich Ecology of Our Most Essential Native Trees
DOUGLAS W. TALLAMY

Tallamy reveals what is going on in oak trees month by month, highlighting the seasonal cycles of life, death, and renewal. This book also includes practical advice about how to plant and care for an oak, along with information about the best oak species for your area.

$27.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-044-0; 686044
Hardcover; 200 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout

Nature’s Best Hope
A New Approach to Conservation That Starts in Your Yard
DOUGLAS W. TALLAMY

Tallamy outlines his vision for a grassroots approach to conservation that focuses on converting front and back yards into conservation corridors that provide wildlife habitats. His advice is practical, effective, and easy—and includes specific suggestions you can incorporate right now.

$29.95/$39.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-900-5; No. 689900
Hardcover; 256 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout
Teaming with Microbes
*The Organic Gardener’s Guide to the Soil Food Web*
JEFF LOWENFELS & WAYNE LEWIS

Using chemical fertilizers injures the microbial life that sustains plants. This must-have book details how to garden in a way that strengthens the soil food web, and explains how to use compost, mulches, and compost tea.

$24.95/$34.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-113-9; No. 689113
Hardcover; 220 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout

Teaming with Fungi
*The Organic Grower’s Guide to Mycorrhizae*
JEFF LOWENFELS

This revealing guide teaches you how to take advantage of the benefits of fungi. Includes information on agriculture, horticulture, and hydroponics.

$24.95/$34.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-729-2; No. 689729
Hardcover; 172 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout

Teaming with Nutrients
*The Organic Gardener’s Guide to Optimizing Plant Nutrition*
JEFF LOWENFELS

Explains the role of both macronutrients and micronutrients and shows gardeners how to provide these essentials through organic, easy-to-follow techniques.

$24.95/$34.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-314-0; No. 689314
Hardcover; 250 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout

Teaming with Bacteria
*The Organic Gardener’s Guide to Endophytic Bacteria and the Rhizophagy Cycle*
JEFF LOWENFELS

*Teaming with Bacteria* digs into the new science behind how endophytic bacteria supply nutrients to a large array of plants and explains, in accessible language, how this information applies to home gardeners, small-scale farmers, and cannabis growers. Based on cutting-edge science that will help gardeners increase plant health and productivity.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-139-3; No. 686139
Jacketed Hardcover; 172 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout
100 Plants to Feed the Bees

*Provide a Healthy Habitat to Help Pollinators Thrive*

**THE XERCES SOCIETY**

This user-friendly guide shows exactly what you can do to help protect our pollinators. It offers concise profiles of 100 plants that attract and nourish bees, butterflies, moths, and hummingbirds.

$16.95/$22.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-701-9; No. 622701

Paperback; 240 pages; 6 x 8; full color throughout

100 Plants to Feed the Monarch

*Create a Healthy Habitat to Sustain North America’s Most Beloved Butterfly*

**THE XERCES SOCIETY**

This helpful guide profiles the plant species that provide monarchs with nourishment. The plants range from dozens of species of milkweed to numerous flowering plants, shrubs, and trees that provide nectar for the adult butterfly.

$16.95/$22.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-273-7; 626273

Paperback; 288 pages; 6 x 8; full color throughout
Harness the Power of Microbes to Create Your Best Garden Ever
DIANE MIESSLER

What you grow is only as good as the soil you grow it in. Diane Miessler shares techniques to transform your soil—including cover crops, constant mulching, and a simple-but-supercharged recipe for compost tea.

$16.95/$22.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-207-2; No. 626207
Paperback; 176 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout

Gardening for Butterflies
How You Can Attract and Protect Beautiful, Beneficial Insects
THE XERCES SOCIETY

Learn why butterflies matter, why they are in danger, and how to choose plants that will attract and protect them.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-598-4; No. 689598
Paperback; 288 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

Garden Allies
Discover the Many Ways Insects, Birds, and Other Animals Keep Your Garden Beautiful and Thriving
FREDERIQUE LAVOIPIERRE

Lavoipierre profiles the many beneficial creatures that pollinate our flowers and keep pests in check. Also included is helpful information on how to welcome these valuable creatures into your garden.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-008-2; 686008
Paperback; 320 pages; 6½ x 7½; black and white illustrations

Bicycling with Butterflies
My 10,201 Mile Journey Following the Monarch Migrations
SARA DYKMAN

Dykman pedaled along with monarch butterflies over the entire length of their 10,201-mile migratory journey. In this book she weaves a tale full of humility and grace, all while sharing the science that underlies the urgency of saving the monarchs and why we all should care.

$27.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-045-7; 686045
Hardcover; 280 pages; 6 x 9
Gardening with Biochar
Supercharge Your Soil with Bioactivated Charcoal
JEFF COX

This comprehensive guide includes detailed instructions for making biochar from wood or other kinds of plant material, along with specific guidelines for using it to enrich soil, prevent erosion, and enhance plant growth.

$18.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-955-6; No. 622955
Paperback; 128 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Weedless Gardening
The Hassle-Free All-Organic System
LEE REICH

This hassle-free and fully organic system helps you protect your soil, contributes to plant health, reduces water use, and solves your weed problems.

$10.95/$14.95 CAN; 978-0-76111-696-7; No. 11696
Paperback; 176 pages; 6 x 8; illustrations throughout

Gardening with Less Water
Low-Tech, Low-Cost Techniques
DAVID A. BAINBRIDGE

Filled with easy techniques for watering your garden more efficiently. With illustrated step-by-step instructions, you’ll learn how to install simple buried clay pots, pipes, and wicking systems.

$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-582-4; No. 622582
Paperback; 128 pages; 6 x 8; full color throughout

The Complete Guide to Restoring Your Soil
DALE STRICKLER

Healthy soil is key to sustaining life on Earth. The Complete Guide to Restoring Your Soil by Dale Strickler presents the science of soil, along with proven methods of restoring depleted soil. Strickler provides a solid foundation in the science of healthy soil; addresses the chemical, physical, and biological principles behind soil function; and presents actual farming practices that can be used to regenerate soil.

$19.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-224-9; No. 626224
Paperback; 352 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout
Worms Eat My Garbage
How to Set Up and Maintain a Worm Composting System
MARY APPELHOF & JOANNE OLSZEWSKI
This guide to vermicomposting covers everything you need to know, from building or purchasing a bin to maintaining the worms and harvesting the finished compost.
$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-947-1; No. 622947
Paperback; 192 pages; 6 x 9; illustrations throughout

Let It Rot!
The Gardener’s Guide to Composting
STU CAMPBELL
This guide has helped generations of gardeners turn their household garbage and backyard refuse into nutrient-filled compost that can nourish soil and promote a thriving garden.
$12.95/$17.95 CAN; 978-1-58017-023-9; No. 67023
Paperback; 160 pages; 6 x 9; illustrations throughout

The Complete Compost Gardening Guide
DEBORAH L. MARTIN & BARBARA PLEASANT
Learn how to develop mature compost right in your garden. Your garden will become a nourishing and organic environment that encourages growth.
$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-58017-702-3; No. 67702
Paperback; 320 pages; 8½ x 10⅜; full color throughout

Shallow-Pit Garden Composting
The Easy, No-Smell, No-Turning Way to Create Organic Compost for Your Garden
CALEB WARNOCK
This pocket-sized guide details the basics of shallow pit composting and will help you cut your compost time in half while yielding double the heap.
$6.95 US; 978-1-94293-483-7; No. 553483
Paperback; 70 pages; 5 x 7; illustrations throughout
Growing a Permaculture Food Forest
How to Create a Garden Ecosystem You Only Plant Once but Can Harvest for Years
CALEB WARNOCK

Warnock shares advice on creating a food forest that you can plant once and harvest for years! Includes plant lists and advice on sustainable harvesting.

$7.99 US; 978-1-94554-733-1; No. 554733
Paperback; 74 pages; 5 x 7; illustrations throughout

The Vegetable Gardener’s Guide to Permaculture
Creating an Edible Ecosystem
CHRISTOPHER SHEIN

The Vegetable Gardener’s Guide to Permaculture is for home gardeners of every skill—with any size space—who want to live in harmony with nature to produce and share an abundant food supply with minimal effort. Christopher Shein highlights everything you need to know to start living off the land lightly. You’ll learn how to create rich, healthy, and low-cost soil, blend a functional food garden and decorative landscape, share the bounty with others, and much more.

$29.95 /$39.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-270-9; No. 689270
Paperback; 272 pages; 8 ½ x 10; full color throughout

The Permaculture Promise
What Permaculture Is and How It Can Help Us
JONO NEIGER

This book shows 22 ways that permaculture can create a better future for all living things. Profiles of people and communities will inspire you to incorporate permaculture principles into your life today.

$16.95 US/$25.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-427-8; No. 622427
Paperback; 160 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Practical Permaculture
For Home Landscapes, Your Community, and the Whole Earth
JESSI BLOOM & DAVE BOEHNLEIN

This authoritative guide explains the basics of permaculture and explores various permaculture systems.

$29.95/$39.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-443-7; No. 689443
Paperback; 336 pages; 8½ x 10; full color throughout
Gardening with Emma
Grow and Have Fun
EMMA BIGGS & STEVEN BIGGS

This kid-to-kid guide to growing healthy food provides useful details about caring for a garden throughout the seasons.

$18.95/$25.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-925-9; No. 622925
Paperback; 144 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

The Garden Primer
BARBARA DAMROSCH

This comprehensive gardening reference is now 100% organic and includes information on planning your garden, recommended plants, and the very best tools.

$27.50/$33.95 CAN; 978-0-76112-275-3; No. 12275
Paperback; 820 pages; 6 x 9; illustrations throughout

Trowel and Error
Over 700 Organic Remedies, Shortcuts, and Tips for the Gardener
SHARON LOVEJOY

This useful book is indexed by problem, plant, pest, and solution, and includes a list of tools and common household items that completes the gardener’s arsenal.

$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-0-76112-632-4; No. 12632
Paperback; 336 pages; 6 x 7; full color throughout

The Lifelong Gardener
Garden with Ease and Joy at Any Age
TONI GATTONE

This useful guide shares adaptive gardening techniques that help eliminate the physical strain of gardening. You’ll learn how to garden smarter, not harder.

$19.95/$28.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-853-4; No. 689853
Paper Over Board; 216 pages; 6½ x 7½; full color throughout
The Month-By-Month Gardening Guide
*Daily Advice for Growing Flowers, Vegetables, Herbs, and Houseplants*
FRANZ BOHMIG

This compendium of practical advice shares thousands of tasks and chores broken down for every week of the year. And it covers every type of plant: vegetables, flowers, trees and shrubs, herbs, and houseplants. Readers will find general growing advice; suggestions for care and maintenance; tips for planting in a variety of areas (outdoor, on terraces and balconies, on windowsill, and indoors); best practices for harvesting; tricks for helping your houseplants thrive; and much more.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-141-6; No. 686141
Paperback; 368 pages; 8 x 10; two color illustrations throughout

---

Pruning Simplified
*A Step-by-Step Guide to 50 Popular Trees and Shrubs*
STEVEN BRADLEY

This must-have guide offers expert advice on the best tools for the job, specific details on when to prune, and clear instructions on how to prune. Profiles of the 50 most popular trees and shrubs include illustrated, easy-to-follow instructions.

$19.95 US/$29.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-888-6; No. 689888
Paperback; 192 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

---

The Pruning Answer Book
LEWIS HILL & PENEOPE O’SULLIVAN

With clear instructions and detailed illustrations, you’ll have all the information you need to successfully prune flowering plants, fruit and nut trees, shrubs, groundcovers, and more.

$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-1-60342-710-4; No. 62710
Flexibind with paper spine; 384 pages; 4½ x 6¾; illustrations throughout
**Deer-Resistant Design**  
*Fence-Free Gardens That Thrive Despite the Deer*  
KAREN CHAPMAN

Showcases real home gardens that have successfully managed the presence of deer. Also includes plant suggestions and container garden designs.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-849-7; No. 689849  
Paperback; 224 pages; 8½ x 10; full color throughout

---

**Preventing Lyme and Other Tick-Borne Diseases**  
ALEXIS CHESNEY

Chesney offers a deeper understanding of tick populations and shares how to combat them naturally. Includes landscape-management methods for reducing tick populations and prophylactic herbal tinctures that provide an additional layer of protection.

$16.95 US/$23.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-209-6; No. 626209  
Paperback; 192 pages; 5¼ x 7; illustrations throughout

---

**Deerproofing Your Yard and Garden**  
RHONDA MASSINGHAM HART

Proven techniques to keep your deer problem under control. Learn how to choose the best fence types, landscape with plants deer hate, make effective homemade repellents, and more.

$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-1-58017-585-2; No. 67585  
Paperback; 208 pages; 6 x 9; illustrations throughout

---

**50 Beautiful Deer-Resistant Plants**  
*The Prettiest Annuals, Perennials, Bulbs, and Shrubs that Deer Don’t Eat*  
RUTH ROGERS CLAUSEN

Highlights plants that deer simply don’t eat. The plant choices include annuals, perennials, shrubs, grasses, and herbs.

$19.95 US/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-195-5; No. 689195  
Paperback; 224 pages; 7½ x 9; full color throughout
The Heirloom Gardener
Traditional Plants and Skills for the Modern World
JOHN FORTI

Forti celebrates and shares the lore and traditional practices that link us with the natural world and with each other. Arranged alphabetically, entries include heirloom flowers, traditional skills, and subjects such as ethnobotany, biodiversity, and organic gardening.

$27.50/$37.50 CAN; 978-1-60469-993-7; 689993
Paper Over Board; 264 pages; 6 x 8; two-color illustrations

How Plants Work
The Science Behind the Amazing Things Plants Do
LINDA CHALKER-SCOTT

This book brings the stranger-than-fiction science of the plant world to vivid life and uncovers the mysteries of how and why plants do the things they do.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-338-6; No. 689338
Paperback; 236 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout

A Botanist’s Vocabulary
1300 Terms Explained and Illustrated
SUSAN K. PELL & BOBBI ANGELL

Through concise definitions and detailed illustrations, this book defines the words commonly used to describe plants.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-160469-563-2; No. 689563
Paper Over Board; 228 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

NEW

Botany for Gardeners, Fourth Edition
An Introduction to the Science of Plants
BRIAN CAPON

Now in its fourth edition, Botany for Gardeners features a revised interior, with new photos and illustrations that clarify the concepts clearer than ever before. Additional updates address scientific advances, changes in nomenclature and taxonomy, and more. As before, Botany for Gardeners shares accessible information about how plants are organized, how they have adapted to nearly all environments on earth, their essential functions, and how they reproduce.

$21.95/$29.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-143-0; No. 686143
Paperback; 268 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout
What’s Wrong with My Plant?
A Visual Guide to Easy Diagnosis and Organic Remedies
DAVID DEARDORFF & KATHRYN WADSWORTH

Provides an easy system for visually diagnosing any garden plant problem and matching it to the right cure. With 100% organic solutions to over 400 plant maladies, this is the go-to source whenever your plants are a little under the weather.

$29.95/$39.95 CAN; 978-0-88192-961-4; No. 682961
Paperback; 452 pages; 7 5/8 x 9¼; full color throughout

What’s Wrong with My Vegetable Garden?
100% Organic Solutions for All Your Vegetables, from Artichokes to Zucchini
DAVID DEARDORFF & KATHRYN WADSWORTH

Includes detailed plant portraits of popular vegetables along with tips on how to identify common problems and organic solutions.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-184-9; No. 689184
Paperback; 252 pages; 7 5/8 x 9¼; full color throughout

What’s Wrong with My Houseplant?
Save Your Indoor Plants with 100% Organic Solutions
DAVID DEARDORFF & KATHRYN WADSWORTH

Includes plant profiles for 148 plants organized by type with visual keys to the most of common problems, and the related organic solutions that will lead to a healthy plant.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-590-8; No. 689590
Paperback; 292 pages; 7 5/8 x 9¼; full color throughout
Plant Parenting
Easy Ways to Make More Houseplants, Vegetables, and Flowers
LESLEI F. HALLECK

This beginner-friendly introduction to plant propagation shares step-by-step instructions for cutting, layering, dividing, and more. Also details basic tools and demystifies seed starting and saving.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-872-5; No. 689872
Paperback; 264 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

The Greenhouse Gardener’s Manual
ROGER MARSHALL

This hardworking book details every tool and technique you need to grow edibles and ornamentals in a greenhouse.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-414-7; No. 689414
Paperback; 256 pages; 7½ x 9; full color throughout

Gardening Under Lights
The Complete Guide for Indoor Growers
LESLEI F. HALLECK

This highly-detailed, accessible guide teaches you how to successfully garden indoors any time of the year.

$29.95/$39.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-795-7; No. 688795
Paper Over Board; 248 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout
Compact Farms
*15 Proven Plans for Market Farms on 5 Acres or Less*
JOSH VOLK

Learn how to harness an area’s water supply, orientation, and geography in order to maximize efficiency and productivity. Includes illustrated plans for farms that are five acres or less.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-594-7; No. 622594
Paperback; 240 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

Whole Farm Management
*From Start-Up to Sustainability*
GARRY STEPHENSON

Learn how to develop a strategic plan to acquire equipment, establish infrastructure, find markets, manage day-to-day operations, and select a business structure for long-term viability.

$26.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-074-0; No. 626074
Paperback; 312 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

Farming with Native Beneficial Insects
*Ecological Pest Control Solutions*
THE XERCES SOCIETY

Harness the power of insects to deter pests and reduce crop damage. Includes strategies for identifying the insects and step-by-step instructions for a variety of projects.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-283-0; No. 622283
Paperback; 272 pages; 7 x 10; full color throughout

Start Your Farm
*The Authoritative Guide to Becoming a Sustainable 21st Century Farmer*
FORREST PRITCHARD AND ELLEN POLISHUK

Start Your Farm covers the essentials of starting a farm, including how to access education, land, and capital; how to reap a profit; how to build connections with employees, colleagues, and customers; and how to you measure success? It is also a hopeful call to action for anyone who aspires to grow wholesome, environmentally sustainable food for a living.

$19.95/$25.95 CAN; 978-1-61519-489-6; No. 779489
Paperback; 272 pages; 6 ¼ x 8 ½; full color throughout
Rosemary Gladstar’s Medicinal Herbs
A Beginner’s Guide
ROSEMARY GLADSTAR

Learn how to make your own herbal remedies for life’s most common ailments. Includes profiles of 33 common healing plants and advice on growing, harvesting, preparing, and using herbs in healing tinctures, oils, and creams.

$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-1-61212-005-8; No. 622005
Paperback; 224 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Your Brain on Plants
Improve the Way You Think and Feel with Safe—and Proven—Medicinal Plants and Herbs
NICOLETTE PERRY AND ELAINE PERRY

This practical and authoritative reference introduces 50 medicinal plants that offer natural, safe ways to optimize brain health. Includes detailed plant entries and recipes for foods, teas, balms, and more.

$16.95/$21.95 CAN; 978-1-61519-446-9; No. 779446
Paperback; 256 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

Grow Your Own Herbal Remedies
How to Create a Customized Herb Garden to Support Your Health & Well Being
MARIA NOEL GROVES

You’ll learn how to plant, harvest, and care for the safest, most effective, and easiest to grow herbs.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-013-9; No. 626013
Paperback; 336 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout

Fire Cider!
101 Zesty Recipes for Health-Boosting Remedies Made with Apple Cider Vinegar
ROSEMARY GLADSTAR

When infused with immune-boosting herbs, apple cider vinegar becomes a powerful home remedy. This collection of 101 fire cider recipes come from 70 contemporary herbalists.

$16.95/$23.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-180-8; No. 626180
Paperback; 204 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout
Creating Sanctuary
Sacred Garden Spaces, Plant-Based Medicine, and Daily Practices to Achieve Happiness and Well-Being
JESSI BLOOM

Find a deeper connection to the outdoor space you already have. Learn how to design a healing space, how to harness the power of 50 sacred plants, and create recipes and rituals that soothe and calm.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-754-4; No. 689754
Paperback; 236 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

Everyday Sanctuary
A Workbook for Designing a Sacred Garden Space
JESSI BLOOM

This illustrated workbook includes guided activities that will help you select plant allies for health and healing, design your own sanctuary, and create rituals that are meaningful.

$18.95/$27.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-928-9; No. 689928
Paperback; 216 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

The Aromatherapy Garden
Growing Fragrant Plants for Happiness and Well-Being
KATHI KEVILLE

Includes tips on designing a garden for fragrance, a planting directory, and techniques for bringing scent indoors.

$24.95/$37.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-549-6; No. 689549
Paperback; 276 pages; 7½ x 9; full color throughout

NEW
Christopher Hobbs’s Medicinal Mushrooms
The Essential Guide
CHRISTOPHER HOBBS

Hobbs profiles the most powerful medicinal mushrooms and explains the nutritional and medicinal compounds in each one. Detailed instructions cover how to select, store, and prepare each variety for use.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-167-9; 626167
Paperback; 272 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout
Adventures in Eden
An Intimate Tour of the Private Gardens of Europe
CAROLYN MULLET
This photo-rich armchair tour of 50 private gardens in Europe profiles share the history of each landscape, explore how specific plants and designs were chosen, and reveal how the gardens connect to their broader surroundings.

$40.00/$55.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-846-6; No. 689846
Jacketed Hardcover; 332 pages; 8½ x 11; full color throughout

Creating A Garden Retreat
An Artist’s Guide to Planting an Outdoor Sanctuary
VIRGINIA JOHNSON
Follow Johnson on a garden journey of transforming a small city lot into a garden that is personal and welcoming. Ideas are brought to life through lovely illustrations.

$24.95; 978-1-64829-002-2; No. 86002
Paper Over Board; 192 pages; 6¼ x 9¼; full color throughout

The Earth in Her Hands
75 Extraordinary Women Working in the World of Plants
JENNIFER JEWELL
Jewell introduces 75 inspiring women working in fields that include botany, floral design, herbalism, and food justice. Rich with personal stories, this book reminds us of the profound role of plants in our lives.

$35.00/$48.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-902-9; No. 689902
Paper Over Board; 324 pages; 8½ x 10; full color throughout

The Kinfolk Garden
How to Live with Nature
JOHN BURNS
With a focus on spaces that bring the outdoors in and the indoors out and people who have found ways to incorporate the natural world into their lives, this book explores the garden as a place for work, play, entertaining, and inspiration.

$40.00/$55.00 CAN; 978-1-57965-984-4; No. 85984
Jacketed Hardcover; 352 pages; 8 x 11; full color throughout
On Flowers
*Lessons from an Accidental Florist*
AMY MERRICK

A lush tribute to the beauty of nature, filled with personal stories, hundreds of photographs and illustrations, and plenty of tips and tricks for creating stunning arrangements.

$35.00/$48.00 CAN; 978-1-57965-812-0; No. 85812
Hardcover; 240 pages; 7¼ x 11; full color throughout

---

Terrain
*Ideas and Inspiration for Decorating the Home and Garden*
GREG LEHMKUHL

This beautiful book is filled with step-by-step projects, fresh ideas, and smart tips that will help you live more closely with nature.

$40.00/$50.00 CAN; 978-1-57965-807-6; No. 85807
Paper Over Board; 400 pages; 8 x 11; full color throughout

---

Gardenista
*The Definitive Guide to Stylish Outdoor Spaces*
MICHELLE SLATALLA

An all-in-one manual for making your outdoor space as welcoming as your living room. Includes design tips, easy projects, a landscaping primer, and more.

$40.00/$55.00 CAN; 978-1-57965-652-2; No. 85652
Paper Over Board; 408 pages; 7½ x 10¼; full color throughout

---

Decorating with Plants
*What to Choose, Ways to Style, and How to Make Them Thrive*
BAYLOR CHAPMAN

Everything you need to know to bring houseplants into your home. Includes basic plant care, design suggestions, and profiles of 28 indoor plants.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-57965-776-5; No. 85776
Paper Over Board; 272 pages; 8 x 9¼; full color throughout
Botanical Art Techniques
A Comprehensive Guide to Watercolor, Graphite, Colored Pencil, Vellum, Pen and Ink, Egg Tempera, Oils, Printmaking, and More
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF BOTANICAL ARTISTS

This comprehensive guide features how-to tutorials for all the major techniques, moving from basic to intermediate to advanced. Includes basic information about the principles of composition and advice on how to develop a personal style.

$40.00/$55.00 CAN; 978-1-60469-790-2; No. 689790
Paper Over Board; 416 pages; 8½ x 11; full color throughout

Wicked Plants
The Weed That Killed Lincoln’s Mother and Other Botanical Atrocities
AMY STEWART

An A-to-Z of plants that kill, maim, intoxicate, and otherwise offend.

$18.95/$25.95 CAN; 978-1-61620-046-6; No. 72683
Paper Over Board; 256 pages; 5¾ x 7¼; illustrations throughout

The Drunken Botanist
The Plants That Create the World’s Great Drinks
AMY STEWART

Explores the herbs, flowers, trees, fruits, and fungi that humans have transformed into alcohol over the centuries.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-61620-046-6; No. 73046
Paper Over Board; 400 pages; 5¾ x 7¼; illustrations throughout

A Garden Miscellany
An Illustrated Guide to the Elements of the Garden
SUZANNE STAUBACH

Staubach covers everything from arbors to water features, revealing the history of each garden element. Filled whimsical illustrations by Julia Yellow, this book promises new discoveries with each reading.

$27.50/$37.50 CAN; 978-1-60469-881-7; No. 689881
Paper Over Board; 220 pages; 8 x 10; full color throughout
Unearthing The Secret Garden
*The Plants and Places That Inspired Frances Hodgson Burnett*
MARTA MCDOWELL

McDowell explores how gardening inspired Frances Hodgson Burnett. She paints an unforgettable portrait of a great artist and reminds us why *The Secret Garden* continues to touch readers after more than a century.

$25.95/$34.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-990-6; No. 689990
Jacketed Hardcover; 320 pages; 6 ¼ x 8; full color throughout

---

The World of Laura Ingalls Wilder
*The Frontier Landscapes that Inspired the Little House Books*
MARTA MCDOWELL

McDowell follows the wagon trail of the beloved Little House series. You’ll learn details about Wilder’s life and inspirations, pinpoint the Ingalls and Wilder homestead claims on authentic archival maps, and learn how to grow the plants and vegetables featured in the series.

$27.95/$39.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-727-8; No. 69727
Jacketed Hardcover; 390 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

---

Emily Dickinson’s Gardening Life
*The Plants and Places That Inspired the Iconic Poet*
MARTA MCDOWELL

Explores Dickinson’s passion for plants and how it inspired her writing. McDowell reveals details few know about Dickinson and adds to our collective understanding of who she was.

$24.95/$33.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-822-0; No. 689822
Hardcover; 268 pages; 6 ½ x 9; full color throughout

---

Beatrix Potter’s Gardening Life
*The Plants and Places That Inspired the Classic Children’s Tales*
MARTA MCDOWELL

Discover the origins of Beatrix Potter’s love of gardening and plants and how this passion came to be reflected in her work. Includes a traveler’s guide with information on how and where to visit Potter’s gardens today.

$24.95/$34.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-363-8; No. 689363
Hardcover; 340 pages; 6 ½ x 8 ¼; full color throughout
**Crazy Plant Lady 1,000 Piece Puzzle**  
Isabel Serna

You know you’re a crazy plant lady when watering is a hobby, you can’t resist a cute pot, and your mantra is **more plants = more happiness**. Here is a puzzle just for you: a colorful and inspiring oasis bursting with greenery. The charmingly illustrated scene comes together piece by piece, proving that plant love is the joy that keeps growing.

$19.95/$24.95 CAN; 978-1-52351-508-0; No. 101508  
Jigsaw Puzzle; 1,000 pieces

---

**Crazy Plant Lady**  
**ISABEL SERNA**

This humorous, illustrated book celebrates the devotion and quirky habits that houseplants inspire.

$12.95/$17.95 CAN; 978-1-52350-537-1; No. 100537  
Paper Over Board; 112 pages; 5¾ x 6; full color throughout

---

**The Little Flower Recipe Book**  
**153 Tiny Arrangements for Every Season and Occasion**  
**JILL RIZZO**

*The Little Flower Recipe Book* contains over 100 easy-to-follow bouquet recipes in a range of sizes. Ingredients lists specify the type and quantity of blooms needed; clear instructions detail each step; and hundreds of photos show how to place every stem.

$30.00; 978-1-64829-053-4; No. 86053  
Paper Over Board; 272 pages; 8 x 9 ¼; full color throughout

---

**The Garden in Every Sense and Season**  
**A Year of Insights and Inspiration**  
**TOVAH MARTIN**

Martin explores the glories her garden using the five senses. Her sage advice and gratifying reflections on the rewards of a more mindful way of gardening will inspire you to look closer, breathe deeper, listen harder, and to truly savor the gifts of your garden.

$16.95/$22.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-065-5; 686065  
Paperback; 232 pages; 6 x 8
JOHN DERIAN PAPER GOODS

John Derian is an artist and designer who curates and transforms printed images from the past, and in doing so transports the viewer to another world. *John Derian Paper Goods* is a line of stationery products that capture the ineffable appeal of Derian’s collectibles. Each of Derian’s pieces begins with a discovery and ends in a moment of dreamlike recognition.

**Everything Roses Notebooks**
Each set contains 3 blank, unruled notebooks, with 6 unique front and back cover illustrations
$14.95/$19.95 CAN; 978-1-64829-124-1; No. 86124
Paperback; 64 pages each; 6 x 8 ½

**Everything Roses Notepad**
80 ruled, easy tear-off pages, with 4 different designs repeated throughout
$10.95/$14.95 CAN; 978-1-64829-127-2; No. 86127
Paperback; 80 pages; 4 ½ x 8 ½

**The Bower of Roses 1,000 Piece Puzzle**
$19.95/$24.95 CAN; 978-1-64829-103-6; No. 86103

**John Derian Sticker Book**
500 stickers
$35.00/$48.00 CAN; 978-1-64829-101-2; No. 86101
Paperback; 320 pages; 6 ¼ x 8
Life is better with puzzles!
What could be a more welcome activity than slowing down, getting lost in a beautiful image or work of art, and then piece by piece, putting it together? All of these puzzles contain full-color interlocking puzzle pieces with poster for reference.

Crazy Plant Lady 1,000 Piece Puzzle
$19.95/$24.95 CAN; 978-1-52351-508-0. No. 101508

A Field of Pansies 1,000 Piece Puzzle
$19.95/$24.95 CAN; 978-1-64829-129-6; No. 86129

Garden Bounty 1,000 Piece Puzzle
$19.95/$24.95 CAN; 978-1-64829-106-7; No. 85106

Hello, Dahlias! 1,000 Piece Puzzle
$19.95/$24.95 CAN; 978-1-64829-105-0; No. 86105

Pansy Dreams 1,000 Piece Puzzle
$19.95/$24.95 CAN; 978-1-64829-130-2; No. 86130
The Secret World of Weather
How to Read Signs in Every Cloud, Breeze, Hill, Street, Plant, Animal, and Dewdrop
TRISTAN GOOLEY

In this eye-opening trove of outdoor clues, groundbreaking natural navigator Tristan Gooley turns his keen senses to the weather. By “reading” nature as he does, you’ll not only detect what the weather is doing (and predict what’s coming), you’ll enter a secret wonderland of sights and sounds you’ve never noticed before.

$21.95/$28.95 CAN; 978-1-61519-754-5; No. 779754
Paper Over Board; 400 pages; 5 3/4 x 8 1/2; full color throughout

Iwigara
American Indian Ethnobotanical Traditions and Science
ENRIQUE SALMÓN

Salmon highlights 80 plants revered by North America’s indigenous peoples. Discover the ways plants are used as food and medicine, the details of their identification and harvest, their important health benefits, plus their role in traditional stories and myths.

$34.95/$46.95 CAN; 978-1-60469-880-0; No. 689880
Paper Over Board; 248 pages; 8 x 9; full color throughout

The Earth Almanac
A Year of Witnessing the Wild, from the Call of the Loon to the Journey of the Gray Whale
TED WILLIAMS

In this illustrated collection of short, seasonal essays, Ted Williams combines in-depth information with evocative descriptions of nature’s marvels and mysteries.

$16.95/$22.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-283-6; No. 626283
Paperback; 256 pages; 5 1/2 x 8 1/4; full color throughout

To Speak for the Trees
My Life’s Journey from Ancient Celtic Wisdom to a Healing Vision of the Forest
DIANA BERESFORD-KROEGER

To Speak for the Trees eloquently shows that by understanding the intricate ways in which the health of every living creature is connected to the global forest, we can alter the self-destructive activities that are leading to drastic fires, droughts, and floods.

$22.95; 978-1-64326-132-4; No. 686132
Paperback; 280 pages; 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
How Birds Work
An Illustrated Guide to the Wonders of Form and Function—from Bones to Beak
MARIANNE TAYLOR

How Birds Work goes beyond the typical field guide to show us not only what birds look like but why. Birds boast a spectacular array of adaptations suited to their incredibly diverse diets and habitats. In this in-depth handbook, discover the ways they’re even more astounding than you know—inside and out.

$16.95/$21.95 CAN; 978-1-61519-647-0; No. 779647
Flexibind; 224 pages; 5 ½ x 8 ¼; full color throughout

Urban Foraging
Find, Gather, and Cook 50 Wild Plants
LISA M. ROSE

Rose explains how to find, identify, harvest, and cook with 50 common wild plants. Plant profiles include all the basics necessary for a successful forage: clear photos of the plant before and after harvest, tips for ethical and safe gathering, and details on culinary uses. Simple recipes for each plant will help readers cook with their harvest.

$19.95/$26.95 CAN; 978-1-64326-083-9; No. 686083
Paper Over Board; 208 pages; 6 x 9; full color throughout

How to Grow Mushrooms from Scratch
A Practical Guide to Cultivating Portobellos, Shiitakes, Truffles, and Other Edible Mushrooms
MAGDALENA WURTH AND HERBERT WURTH

Experts Magdalena and Herbert Wurth explain every step of cultivation—whether starting from a kit, a culture, or a grown mushroom you’d like to propagate. From protecting mushrooms in extreme weather, to troubleshooting pests, here is expert advice for beginners and experienced growers alike!

$19.95 /$26.95 CAN; 978-1-61519-491-9; No. 779491
Paper Over Board; 144 pages; 7 x 9; full color throughout

How to Forage for Mushrooms without Dying
An Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Identifying 29 Wild, Edible Mushrooms
FRANK HYMAN

For anyone who would like to learn how to identify the edible mushrooms they are likely to come across. With expert advice, easy-to-follow guidelines, and clear photography for identification, readers will feel confident in identifying which mushrooms they can safely eat and which ones they should definitely avoid.

$16.95/$22.95 CAN; 978-1-63586-332-1; No. 626332
Paperback; 256 pages; 5½ x 7; full color throughout
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